MAY 2022 NEWSLETTER
MISSISSAUGA WEST CAMPUS

INFANTS
Infant 1 _ Hello Spring, it’s nice to see you

space environment for the infants will also

again!

have health benefits to the little ones!
Since we are getting more and more sunlight

As an introduction, we enjoyed planting seeds

by the day, we encourage parents to introduce

for each of our babies in the class to

gardening from home with the babies!

incorporate and help support with their
emotional and social skills. Learning about the
plant cycle with infants is a challenge but a fun
learning opportunity! Every day the children
have the opportunity and are encouraged to
observe the growth of a seed into a plant!
Children form a sense of responsibility, such as
caring for the plants. Reminding them it’s
important to be gentle and treat them with
special care! To incorporate science, we learn
the causes and effects of what happens when
water is added to a plant, or what happens
when its exposed to sunlight! Creating a green
Infant 1 Calendar
•

Thursday, May 5th – Bookmark Activity

•

Friday, May 20th – Guess the Handprint Game

•

Thursday, May 12th – Planting Activity

•

Thursday, May 26th – Suncatcher Activity

•

Friday, May 13th – Parents Read-A-Long

•

Friday, May 27th – Food and Drink Sale

•

Thursday, May 19th – Portrait Activity

Infant 2 _ This month we are continuing to

experiments using food colouring, milk and

learn about different types of food! Last month,

dish soap and also created our apple

we focused on fruits and vegetables! We

volcanos!

implemented activities that helped the
children to develop their social, emotional,
cognitive, physical and language skills. The

This month, we welcomed a new friend to our
class – Kaine!

children had lots of fun pretending to make
fruit salad, picking apples from the tree and
hopping on the different apples and banana
pictures for gross motor. We also did some fun
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Infant 2 Calendar

• Thursday, May 5th – Treasure Hunt
• Friday, May 13th – Parent Read-A-Long

• Friday, May 20th – Creating our Handprints!
• Friday, May 27th – Making Collages

TODDLERS
Toddler 1 _ As spring begins, toddler one is

activities like creating our own rainbows using

enjoying playing outside in the nice weather.

different types of glitter, decorating our own

Through belonging engagement and inclusion

butterflies and making stained glass butterflies

activities, toddler one is starting to learn more

to hang on the windows! As we continue into

about spring. A few topics that we have

May, we are eager and excited to continue

focused on so far include flowers, spring

learning about spring!

colours, and animals. We have done exciting

Toddler 1 Calendar

• Thursday, May 5th – Mother’s Day Bracelets &
Necklaces

• Friday, May 13th – Making Ice cream!

• Thursday, May 19th – Candy Jar Guessing Game
• Friday, May 27th – Toddler 1 “Drive In” Movie Day

Toddler 2 _ During May, we would like to

This month we continued learning about the

recognize and congratulate our wonderful

solar system. We introduced different topics to

Toddler 2 classroom! They have done an

children relating to their interests.

incredible job planning exciting and engaging
activities for their class throughout the past
month! Keep up the amazing work!
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To start, children learned about Mars. For

improved their fine motor skills while they were

example, that Mars has two moons, it is a red

spraying the colourful water on the paper.

planet, it has the highest mountains and, there
are dust storms that last for a long time. To
represent the red colour, children explored
different sensory bins and art activities. To
improve their Math skills, they explored
different matching games and learned about
patterns. They improved their gross motor skills
by climbing the highest mountain that is
located on Mars. Children build on their
attention regulation, representation,
exploration and pretend play throughout a
dust storm during whole group activity.
Next, we introduced the Moon. Children
improved their numeracy skills by counting
how many moons the planets in our solar
system have. They explored different sensory
tables while improving their fine motor skills
and using their pincer grasp to save the
moons from the sticky paper. The children also
worked on their literacy skills while matching
the letters from the moon craters. We also took
the time to learn more about the different
phases of the moon! They were thrilled to learn
about them during a matching game and a
spatial exploration activity. In art activities,
children were able to discover different ways to
decorate a picture. For example, they painted

Next, the children learned about the stars. It
was a week of exploring different art activities
while using the children’s imagination to
achieve their goals. Children learned about
constellations during a matching activity,
improved their gross motor skills while jumping
on different constellations and more!
Additionally, we introduced Outer Planets to
the children. They learned about each of them,
as well as, their characteristics. For example,
we started with Jupiter which is the biggest
planet in our solar system. Children learned
during science about the sizes, and weight of
the planets. They also learned about Saturn’s
rings, the ice planets of Neptune and Uranus!
Lastly, we learned about Rocket-ships. It was a
week full of pretend play as we pretended to
be on rocket ships. We introduced different
science activities that involve movement, air,
and distance. They also improved their
physical and cognitive domains through
indoor gross motor activities. They were
counting while jumping on the rocket-ships
templates. It was a fun month learning about
our solar system. Next month, we will begin our
project in Spring!

a picture of the moon with puffy paint.
In the following week, we introduced the galaxy
to the children. They explored a week full of
colours, science, and shapes among other
things. During sensory activities, children were
using their senses to explore sensory bags with
different pictures and amazing colours. While
exploring we were always communicating with
the children by asking open-ended questions
so they can improve their problem-solving
skills. For our science activities, we were
exploring different colours of the galaxy and
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Toddler 2 Calendar
Changes to theme day dates
•

Tuesday, May

•

3rd

Weekly Activities
•

Thursday, May 5th – Jelly Bean Guessing Game

Monday, May 9th – Crazy Sock or Croc Day

•

Thursday, May 12th – Pebble Decorating

•

Tuesday, May 10th – Backwards Day

•

Thursday, May 19th – Bookmark Activity

•

Monday, May 16th – Hat Day

•

Thursday, May 26th – Toddler 2 “Drive In” Movie

•

Tuesday, May 17th – Hawaiian Luau Day

•

Friday, May 27th – Bake Sale

•

Tuesday, May 24th – Costume Day

– Pajama Day

Toddler 3 _ In the last four weeks, we learned

mammals such as alligators, frogs, fish,

about and discussed the different animals

snakes, and crocodiles. During circle time, the

such as farms, zoos, forests and household

children will be taught what a cold-blooded

pets. As we observed children enjoying

mammal is which are animals that can’t

learning about the different animals with

control their body temperature and will be

various activities, we will continue our new

shown flash cards.

long-term project on other animals such as
ocean, wildlife, cold-blooded and warmblooded over the next couple of weeks. We also
had fun activities throughout the month such
as Earth Day and an art gallery show for
parents to view their child’s artwork.
In the first week, the children will focus on
ocean animals such as jellyfish, fish, octopus,
turtles and sharks to name a few. For a craft
activity, they will make a paper plate jellyfish
and octopus from a disposable cup. For a
math activity, the children will match water
animals with their body parts. During circle
time, we will sing a song “Finger Fish Family”
and “Slippery fish”.
During the second week, we will be focusing on

In the last week, they will be focusing on and
learning all about warm-blooded mammals
such as dolphins, cats, penguins, rabbits and
dogs to name a few. As a sensory activity, the
children will use the animal feet and imprint
them in play-dough.
They will also learn what a warm-blood
mammal is which are animals that can control
body temperature and will be shown
flashcards during circle time.
Through all activities, the children will have fun
learning about the different animals and
become more familiar with them. They will
also learn to use their 5 domains of
development for further activities to come.

wildlife animals such as tigers, lions, wolves,
bears, leopards, coyotes and deer to name a
few. For an art activity, the children will use a
foot stamp to imprint on the paper. For a math
activity, they can match the adult animals to
the baby animal pictures. For gross motor, the
children will be able to do wildlife yoga to get
their bodies moving.
In the third week, the children will be focusing
and learning all about cold-blooded
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Toddler 3 Calendar
• Thursday, May 5th – Mother’s Day Bracelets
• Thursday, May 12th – Family Handprint Frame

• Thursday, May 19th – Coffee Filter Flowers
• Friday, May 20th – Talent Show Day

• Friday, May 13th – Movie Day (Ratatouille)

• Thursday, May 26th – Rock Painting

PRESCHOOLERS
Preschool 1 _ Welcome to May! In April we
worked on transportation and learned about
all the different forms such as sea, air and
land!
For May, we are excited to learn and grow with
you. For the coming month we will be
continuing our spring theme and working on
nature; animals, insects, and our environment
as a whole. We plan to get to know our
environment and how to respect and take
care of it as we break down the meaning of
spring and what it entails. We encourage
parents to share with us any tools and
resources they have on our spring theme. You
can get involved by bringing books, providing
suggestions on educational videos or any
other resources that will enrich our play and
learning experiences!
Preschool 1 Calendar
• Thursday, May 5th – Make Our Own Tie Dye Day • Friday, May 20th – Planting Activity
• Friday, May 13th – Create Our Own Picture
• Friday, May 27th – Picnic – Yogurt Popsicles
Frames
Preschool 2 _ This month we learned about the

understanding the belongings of doctors and

different community helpers including doctors,

nurses was worked on. Then, we role-played as

garbage collectors, police officers and

doctors and nurses.

firefighters.
Week 1: This week focused on learning about
doctors' and nurses’ jobs. Teachers provided
lots of activities involving arts and crafts to
help children learn more about these possible
careers, what they do and how they are
helping the community. Also, identifying and
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We had so much fun and sang a song called

collectors who helped to keep our community

“5 little monkeys” where the teacher pretended

and environment clean.

to be a mom, this experience allowed the

Week 3: We had a lot of fun working on

children to experience social interaction

different Easter activities. We made Easter

between one another and build friendships.

cards for mommy and daddy using a bunny

Week 2: We learned about garbage collectors

cut-out and pom-poms. During whole-group

and how they are important to our community.

activities, we played Easter egg hunts and had

We also read books about the garbage

a lot of fun pretending to be a bunny. We also

collectors and shared our own experiences.

learned about firefighters this week! We

Moving forward, we glued a colourful

discussed the different vehicles used by

construction paper truck on the white paper.

community helpers.

We pretended to use shovels to collect

Week 4: This week we will focus on police

garbage and put it on the garbage truck. We

officers and continue practicing tracing our

practiced putting toys into correct bins, it was

letters and matching community helpers to

a very productive week. During the whole

their vehicles and also reading lots of books

group learning time, we learned about how a

about community helpers.

garbage truck collects the garbage and why
we need to appreciate all of the garbage
Preschool 2 Calendar
• Friday, May 20th – Cookie and Brownie Bake Sale
• Thursday, May 5th – Jewelry Making
• Thursday, May 12th - Candy Jar Guessing Game • Thursday, May 26th – Raffle Ticket Draw
Preschool 3 _ This past month, we have

and arts activities, the children will develop a

continued learning and exploring more about

stronger sense of self. As the weather gets

spring! We have learned about so many

warmer, we will also continue to explore more

different spring-related topics, such as the

about the weather, our surroundings, nature

weather, flowers, insects and different fruits

and the living things we see around us!

and vegetables that grow in Spring! For all of

May is a great month to get outside and

these topics, we have done so many exciting

explore nature, while also working on

activities which include: matching and

strengthening our self-confidence and feelings

counting different types of fruit and

of belonging through art, language, sensory,

vegetables, creating our classroom grocery

math and physical activities.

store, learning about parts of a flower and all
about the different kinds of weather we will see
in Spring!
In May, we will be starting our new project: All
About Me! We will explore our bodies, learn
about emotions and how to keep our bodies
safe and healthy. We will also focus on learning
about our families, neighbourhoods, different
cultures and the country we live in! By
incorporating these topics into our language
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Preschool 3 Calendar
• Thursday, May 5th – Create our own picture
frame

• Thursday, May 19th – Create Your Own Bracelets
• Friday, May 27th – Cupcake Decorating

• Friday, May 13th – Mini Canvas Art
Preschool 4 _ Hello May! This month we will

of various nature-related materials. We will

learn too many interesting things as we will be

work on developing and strengthening their

sharing stories, experiences, and knowledge

fine motor skills through various cutting,

with the children. We will continue talking

colouring and painting activities! This month

about the spring season. We will teach the

will focus on spring-related topics such as

children many important things such as

animals and the weather!

focusing on their sensory skills through the use

Preschool 4 Calendar
• Thursday, May 5th – Jellybean Guessing Game
• Friday, May 13th – Treat Sale

• Friday, May 20th – Tissue Paper Flowers
• Friday, May 27th – Decorate your own cupcakes

Preschool 5 _ Last month we focused on our
All About Me project! We discussed birthdays,
body parts, names and favourite things like
toys and colours! We even got to learn about
everyone’s families!
For May, we will be focusing on the following
topics:
How we can move and use our bodies, our
family tree and what we want to be when we
grow up!
There will be plenty of opportunities throughout
the month for the children to learn more about
themselves and develop their self-confidence!
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Preschool 5 Calendar
• Thursday, May 5th – Lemonade Sale
• Thursday, May 26th – Pipe Cleaner Craft
• Thursday, May 12th – Creating our own bracelets
• Monday, May 16th – Decorating Cookies with
Maya Q’s Mom!
Preschool 6 _ We began the month of April by

At the Centre, the month of April is celebrated

focusing on the topic " Community Helpers”

as "Art month' and we have been actively

The children were very focused on this topic

painting pictures and decorating our room for

and paid keen interest each day by engaging

our special art gallery show! The Children love

and participating in the various activities. Our

painting and making their pictures.

first weekly focus was on the "Chef".
The children enjoyed discussing the chef and
what he or she does. Some of the children
loved pretending to be a chef and cooking in

Congratulations to our class, we were also
recognized as the "Class of the month" for April!
Happy Spring!

our dramatic play area. It was fun for them to
be cooking meals for their friends and
teachers.

Preschool 6 Calendar
• Thursday, May 5th – Artwork Sale
• Thursday, May 12th – Bake Sale

• Thursday, May 26th – Canvas Paintings
• Friday, May 27th – Popsicle Sale

• Friday, May 20th – Multicultural Day
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EVENT CALENDAR

• May 08 – Mother’s Day
• May 23 – Victoria Day (Centre Closed)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Mila A – May 2

Usman – May 17

Manreet – May 4

Bassam – May 18

Aria – May 5

Ms. Jacquelyn – May 18

Rolayo – May 7

Gianna – May 19

Niyan – May 7th

Aarna – May 22

Jacob F. – May 8

Ahana – May 23

Mariam – May 9

Ms. Nazan – May 24

Rayan A. – May 13

Iris – May 26

Ms. Rahaf – May 16

Ms. Michelle – May 28

SUPERVISOR
We are so excited about all the special events

Throughout the month, we will be keeping track

and activities happening throughout May!

of the amounts each room has raised and at

Most importantly, our annual Sick Kids

the end, the room that has raised the most will

Fundraisers! Each year, Lullaboo raises money

win a special prize!

for Sick Kids through various activities and
event days that families and children can

Hanan Attia

participate in. Please be on the lookout for the

Supervisor - Mississauga Campus

communication with all the details as to what

hanan.attia@lullaboo.ca

the days are and how you can participate with

(905)363-7162 Ext 7162

your child!
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LEARNING FUN

Sensory activities facilitate exploration and

mixture into a clear container of water.

encourage children to use scientific processes

Incorporate science skills by asking questions

while they play, create, and investigate.

about why the materials mix in the way they do

Spending time stimulating their senses helps

and experiment by using different amounts

children develop in various aspects!

and testing how that changes the result.

You can join in all the exploration and learning
fun too. Try making “moonsand”! This activity
can get messy, so make sure to have your
child cover up with a smock, apron, or old tshirt before starting. Have your child use their
hands to mix 4 cups sand and 2 cups
cornstarch in a bowl. Give them time to feel the
two textures. Slowly pour in 1 cup of water as
they are mixing and have them move the
materials around until everything is combined.
Ask, “What does it feel like?” Give them time to
play with the moonsand and figure out what it
can do.
You can also try exploring materials in a
different way. Why not try an experiment
mixing vegetable oil, water, and food colouring.
It looks like fireworks in a jar! Mix drops of food
colouring with vegetable oil and pour the
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DIRECTOR
It’s time for our annual

We are always committed to reaching our

SickKids Fundraiser

goal, and this year will be no different! We are

through the month of

aiming to reach $350, 000, I know we can all

May! We are extremely

make this happen. All of our centres will be

excited for this year’s upcoming events.

hosting activities and events to help support

The dates below are when your centre’s will

our goal. We are also continuing our curb-side

host the Fundraiser Events. Each centre will
host their night from 4-6 pm. Please take a
moment to take note of the below dates,
hosted on Thursdays and Fridays.
•

Queen: Thursday, May 5, 2022

•

Mississauga West: Friday, May 6, 2022

•

Heartland & Bradford: Thursday, May 12, 2022

•

Meadowvale & Maple: Friday May 13, 2022

•

Churchill & Cambridge: Thursday, May 19, 2022

•

Elgin Mills: Friday, May 20, 2022

•

College: Thursday, May 26, 2022

•

Beaches: Friday, May 27, 2022

For the event, we are asking that you please
visit our online store to purchase your meals
before your centre's date to help us determine
quantities!
https://lullaboo.square.site/shop/sickkidsbbq-event-menu/25
We will be posting different events and
activities on our social media. Don’t forget to
TAG us @lullaboo.childcare and SickKids
Hospital @Sickkidstoronto. You can use the

meals! We genuinely appreciate your support
especially during this time, all of the proceeds
from the events will be going towards The
SickKids hospital. We look forward to working
together with our families, and thank you in
advance for all your help continued support
and contributions.
All donations to The SickKids Hospital can be
made electronically, please see the direct link
below:
https://fundraise.sickkidsfoundation.com/
lullaboo
If you have any ideas that you would like to
share, please speak directly with Ashley who is
our Fundraising Specialist. She can be directly
reached at (905) 494-9110 or via email at
Ashley.larson@lullaboo.ca
Irini Mikhael, RECE, P.Eng, PMP
Chief Operating Officer
irini@lullaboo.ca

hashtags #lullaboo #SickKidsVs for the
pictures and stories that you post!

Download Our App:

/lullaboochildcare

/lullaboochildcare

/lullaboo.childcare

/lullaboo

Lullaboo Nursery and Childcare Center Inc. | Mississauga Campus
5329 Ninth Line, Mississauga ON L5M5X5
mississaugawest@lullaboo.ca

We are very excited to announce that we will once again have a booth at The
Baby Show in downtown Toronto this Spring. The show will include a huge
selection of great new products, discounts and lots of giveaways. Get ready to
learn anything you could possibly need for your new baby.
The Baby Show will be on May 14th and 15th, 2022 at the Enercare Centre
(Exhibition grounds), Hall D.
We hope to see you there! To buy tickets, get directions or for general
information, please check the show website; www.thebabyshows.com

Join us in May
SickKids Fundraising Event

Food, Games, Rafﬂe Prizes
Special Events & Activities For The Children

Mississauga West Campus
Friday May 6, 2022

PREORDER NOW
Pick-up on the event date
lullaboo.square.site

100% of proceeds will go towards Lullaboo’s
campaign for SickKids Foundation.
Follow us on social media @lullaboo.childcare

